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Abstract: This paper introduce a estimator based on and current & voltage model used in induction motor (IM) 
drive. The rotor speed estimation is based on the  model reference adaptive system (MRAS) approach. The 
closed loop control mechanism is based on the voltage and current model. The control and estimation algorithms 
utilize the synchronous coordinates as a frame of reference. A speed sensor less induction motor (IM) drive with 
Robust control characteristics is introduced. First, a speed observation system, which is insensitive to the 
variations of motor parameters. 
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Table:1 - NOMENCULATURE 

Ls, Lm, 
Lr    

Stator, mutual, rotor inductance 

Rs, Rr      Stator, rotor Resistance 
 

P no. of Pole 
VdS, VqS    d-axis and q-axis component of stator 

voltage vector Vs 

Vdr, Vqr d-axis and q-axis component of rotor 
voltage vector Vr 

idS, iqS & 
idr, iqr 

d-axis and q-axis component of 
stator/rotor current vector Is 

Te, J , Exciting torque, moment of inertia 

ωe, ωr ωsl Synchronous, rotor, slip speed   

ψds, ψdr Stator and rotor  leakage flux  

 

I. Introduction: Field oriented control (FOC) has been recognized as the algorithm that gives the induction 
motor (IM) drives fast  dynamic response. Implementation of such scheme requires  precise knowledge of both 
the machine flux and rotor speed[1]. Direct measurement of these quantities increases the system cost and 
reduces its reliability[2]. A lot of research efforts have  been done to determine the machine flux and rotor speed  
indirectly from the stator terminal quantities (voltages and  currents) using estimation techniques[3]. Elimination 
of  the flux and speed sensors has the advantages of low cost,  reduced size and increased reliability. For 
instance the performance of the model-based speed estimation schemes at low speeds is limited by the  
observability problem and the machine parameter variations[4]. 
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Fig.(1) Basic Block Diagram of Estimator 

The above given fig.(1) shows  the  block  diagram  of  the estimator. The  estimator  calculates  the  speed ωr* 
from  the stator voltage  and  current components[5]. 

II. Basic Current and Voltage Model Equation: 

The control and estimation of induction motor drives constitute a vast subject, and the technology has further 
advanced in recent years. Induction motor drive with cage type machine have been the workhorses in industry 
variable speed application in wide power range that covers from fractional horse power to multi-mega watts. In 
addition to process control, the energy saving aspect of variable frequency drive is getting a lot of attention 
nowadays[6]. 

III. Speed &Flux estimation:  

Current Model: In the low speed region, the rotor flux component can be synthesized more easily with the help 
of speed of and current signals. The rotor circuit equation of (ds-qs ) equivalent circuits can be given as:[7] 

    Ψdr
s  +Rridr

s +ωrΨqr
s =0                   (1) 

   Ψqr
s  +Rriqr

s -ωrΨdr
s =0                                   (2) 

Adding term (Lm Rr/Lr)ids
s and (Lm Rr/Lr) iqs

s 
 respectively, on both sides of the above equation ,we get. 

 Ψdr
s  +  (Lmids

s +Lridr
s)+ωrΨqr

s = ids
s     (3) 

 Ψdr
s  +  (Lmiqs

s +Lriqr
s) +ωrΨqr

s =  iqs
s 

where Tr = Lr/Rr is the rotor circuit tie constant. 

Voltage Model: In this method, the machine terminal voltages and currents are sensed and the fluxes are 
computed from the stationary frame (ds-qs). These equations are:[8] 

iqs
s = ia - ib - ic = ia          (4) 

ids
s = - ib + ic                                                                        (5) 

        = - (ia+2ib)                                                (6) 
since ic = -(ia+ib) for isolated neutral load. 
vqs

s = va - vb - vc                                 

      = (vab+vac)                                                (7) 

vds
s = - vb+vc  

      = - vbc                                                      (8) 

ψds
s = (vds

s -Rs ids
s
 )dt                                     (9) 

ψqs
s = (vqs

s -Rs iqs
s
 )dt                                    (10) 

Ψs  =  ψds
s2 + ψqs

s2                                       (11) 
Ψdm

s= Ψdm
s-Llsids

s=Lm(ids
s+iqr

s)                        (12) 
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Ψqm
s= Ψqm

s-Llsiqs
s=Lm(ids

s+iqr
s)                        (13) 

Ψdr
s= Lmids

s + Lridr
s                                                                  (14) 

Ψqr
s= Lmiqs

s + Lriqr
s                                          (15) 

Eliminating idrs and iqrs from equation (14)-(15) with the help of equations (12)- (13), respectively, gives the 
following: 
Ψdr

s=  Ψdm
s + Llrids

s                                                          (16) 

Ψqr
s=  Ψqm

s + Llriqs
s                                                         (17) 

which can also be written in the following form with the help of equation (12)-(13): 
Ψdr

s=  (Ψds
s –σLsids

s)                                                     (18) 

Ψqr
s=  (Ψqs

s –σLsiqs
s)                                                      (19)  

where σ =(1-  
 ) 

Since the voltage model flux estimation is better at higher speed ranges, whereas the current model estimation 
can be made at any speed. Where the voltage model becomes effective at higher speed ranges, but transition 
smoothly to the current model a lower speed ranges.[9,10] All used nomenclature shown in table.(1)  
IV. Simulink current and voltage Model:  

 

Fig.(2) Rotor Flux & Speed Estimation Model 
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V. Simulink Results: 

 

Fig.(3) Estimated speed through Estimator 

 

Fig.(4) Rotor Flux Estimated 

 
 Fig.(5) Generated unit Vector {Cos(θ)}  

 
 Fig. (6) Generated unit Vector {Sin(θ)} 

Conclusion: The mathematical model and control design methodology for the sensorless vector control of 
induction motor drives, In which provided a detailed description of both inverter-machine and controller 
systems, Sensor less indirect field oriented control has been realized. The motor speed is estimated & based on 
the difference between the outputs of two flux's simulators. This scheme of vector control based on The voltage 
and current model, and constructs a hybrid model. Sensor less control with rotor resistance adaptation gives 
better performance with respect to the one without this adaptation. The rotor speed is estimated by using the 
adaptive method with a model reference approach and the stator currents are controlled by using PI regulators. 
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